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Information on fillers
and mesotherapy

I use Filorga fillers as well as Chemical
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peel from Filorga. Mesotherapy is use to
treat cellulite on different body ares like
the upper legs or hips. Mesotherapy is also
use for skin rejuvenation on the face and
neck line. It gives a natural face lift effect.
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What is Mesotherapy?
Mesotherapy is a non-surgical, relatively painless
injection procedure that is used worldwide to treat a
broad range of conditions. Over 50,000 physicians
worldwide today use Mesotherapy in the care of their
patients for:
FACIAL REJUVENATION, FAT REDUCTION, CELLULITE, MESOS-
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CULPTING, MESOLIFT, MESOBOTOX, ALOPECIA, PAIN MANAGEMENT…

What does Mesotherapy do?
Mesotherapy can help to:
Eliminate cellulite
Promote weight loss
Provide anti-aging benefits
Eliminate localised fat deposits
An average patient, who is eating well and exercising, will

Botox basic fore
head

1650

Botox all other areas
Eyes, lips, mouth corners, forehead l;ines.

350

Fillers– lip lines and
lips

2000

Fillers– fine lines

1800

Fillers all other areas

2000

FILLERS

see significant improvements after 10-20 treatments.
Those with severe cases may need more.

Mesotherapy– face
and hands
Rejuvenation and pigmentation

450

Mesotherapy– cellulite per ampoule use

650

To erase wrinkles and restore skin volumes instantaneously, nothing beats hyaluronic acid injections. Injected along the wrinkles, hyaluronic
acid plumps them up from the inside. Injected in
the cheekbones, it reshapes them and re-sculpts
facial contours. In the lips it redefines contours
and gives them a natural curve.
X-HA³ - The first polyvalent filler indicated for
lips, medium and deep wrinkles.
X-HA®Volume – The volumising solution that
resculpts the cheekbones and the facial contours.
M-HA18: The solution for superficial wrinkles
and fine lines.

5 treatments minimum

Chemical peel
70% plus

350
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